71 Students Colonial Management Denies FEPC Violation
Dean's List

Seventy-one students have made the Dean's List for the first quarter of the 1953-1954 academic year. The Dean's List contains the names of all those who have achieved a 3.4 average or better.

Class of '54
Among the thirty members of the class of '54 are Harold Leon Greenberg, Sheila Shaffer Miller, Ted Ottolenghi, Cora Perl Siders, Suzzanne Markovitz, Frances Page, Dr. Clare Mounton, Lynda Maria, Janet Buder, Barbara Kasner, Christian Casper, Rosemary E. De Fare, Florence Nadelle, and Florence Walmsley.

Others include: Joan Finlay, Barbara List, Patricia Skidmore, Edith Babcock, Peter Seales, Patricia Sanders, Herbert Bashe, Marlene Adler, Arline Roseman, Michiko Ottori, Percy Shockey, and Helen Green.

Those who made the list, but who are not registered for the fall quarter of the 1954-1955 academic year, include: Barron, Elliot Honig, Joan Schuck, and Patricia Hutton, Shoshana J. Brown, and Lena J. Zoren.

Class of '55
The class of '55 has twenty-four places on the list. Those who achieved Dean's List status are Lorraine, Barbara List, Mary Lazarka, Mary Margaret Valguarnera of Niswani, Noel de la Haza, Everett L. Lecie, Barbara Blazek, Joan L. Lebell, Mary Keely, Mer tidal, Marion W. Barron, Alice Miller, Lucille Levine, Martha Sharp, Della Marcd, Ema Rovado, and Pacifica.